Hello
Richard here from Eden Workshops.
Many people own one of the large format Victorian family bibles, I know as bookbinders we
repaired many of them. Often when we were called upon to restore this type of book we
would be asked to extend the number of family history pages or to include them if they were
lacking in the bible. We have gathered together a nice set of Victorian decorative family
history pages, all you have to do is insert the images into an A3 “word” document, set to
printA3 and print them out. These pages should fit almost every large-sized family bible, if
you need more page area just make the margins larger. Price £18.00 per set of 4 designs,
children, marriages, photograph page family events.
I also repair and restore/re-bind Family Bibles, I am also a bookbinder.

I have a number of technical Bookbinding Manuals for sale.
The first manual is all about marbling paper and book edges and is suitable for the novice. It
is a lengthy manual that is fully illustrated. This manual is listed on the Best of the Web. Price
£19.99

The second manual demonstrates how to make a set of Silver and Vellum Book Clasps, once
again it is fully illustrated in colour and is not really suitable for a novice but it would suit an
experienced binder, this manual is also listed in the Best of the Web. Price £19.99

How to make an ICON. Fully illustrated manual in colour. £17.99

The third manual concerns gilding onto leather and would suit a complete novice, fully
illustrated in colour. Price £9.99

The fourth manual is one of my favourites, binding a single section book presents several
problems, my manual shows an elegant method of binding a single section in leather or book
cloth. This solution to the problem of binding a single section book was shown me by Anton
Henley while I was a student at Brunel College Bristol
England about 30 years ago price £12.99

The fifth manual concerns how to achieve distressed and antique finishes to gold leaf, &
imitation gold leaf. Price £19.99

The sixth manual is called Paste Printed Papers. This manual was put together in order to help
someone set up a small production facility making what I call “Paste Printed” papers.
Different from ordinary paste papers, because designs are printed on them with a wallpaper
roller. This was my own idea, as far as I am aware no one else makes papers like this. Price
£12.99

The seventh manual is How to form cloth and leather corners in bookbinding. I have put
together this tutorial after being asked many times to explain how to form leather corners
when bookbinding. In fact, knowing how to form the corners of a humble cloth case binding
Is just as important. Price £12.99 See illustration below.

The eighth manual shows how to make imitation vellum paper or parchment paper, this paper
can be used to cover cloth case bindings, because of how the effect is created the paper is very
durable, but it is vital that you use a good quality paper for this. Price £12.99

The ninth manual in this series is entitled How to Print Letterpress on vellum Price £19.99

The tenth manual in this series is entitled The Minimal Bookbinder and is aimed at the novice
who is interested in bookbinding but does not want to spend a fortune on tools and equipment.
Price £12.99

The eleventh manual in this series concerns Bookbinding Humour, two monographs entitled
“Feral Fun” & Book Cloth and Ashes" These are free.

The twelfth manual in this series is a set of sewing frame plans and something of the history
of this piece of bookbinding equipment £12.99

Let a professional bookbinder take you under his wing for £50.00 a month.

I have also written a series of stories for children aged between 4-6 £19.99 for five books.
My autobiography The Bookbinder an Odyssey £12.99
Box Making Manual £12.99

English Chained Libraries £5.99

The History of the Long Stitch Binding £5.99

The History of the Book Clasp £5.99

The Glory Years of the Golden Fish Press £5.99

The History of Calf Marbling £5.99

The History of the use of Sheepskin in Bookbinding £5.99

The History of bookbinder’s board, wood in particular £5.99

The History of Vellum & Parchment £5.99

The History of the Stanbrook Abbey Press £5.99

Books bound in Human skin £5.99

If you are interested email me at edenworkshops@orange.fr
We can only Accept PayPal, please pay edenworkshops@orange.fr
Kind Regards.
Richard Norman
The above manuals are all in ..PDF
Warm Regards.
Richard

